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Does Phenomenal Conservatism Solve Internalism’s Dilemma? 

Matthias Steup 

In his recent book, Justification Without Awareness, Michael Bergmann (2006: 3-24) presents a 

serious objection to internalism. According to this objection, advocates of internalism are 

confronted with a dilemma. As he defines it, internalism is the view that, if S has a justified 

belief, S must have awareness of at least some of the justification contributors: the factors upon 

which the belief’s justification depends. Since such awareness is either strong or weak, 

internalism itself is either strong or weak. Bergmann argues that no matter whether weak or 

strong, internalism succumbs to a problem the view can’t overcome. Strong internalism 

generates a regress Bergmann considers vicious. Weak internalism yields a notion of justification 

that he thinks falls victim to one of the very objections its advocates level against externalism. 

Since in addition to its weak or strong construal, there is no middle way, internalism seems 

doomed. In this paper, I will present a version of weak internalism that I take to be immune to 

Bergmann’s objection. 

1. Internalism 

Internalism is best understood as a constraint on the kind of items that qualify as sources of 

justification.1 Different internalists have their preferred ways of articulating what that constraint 

is. Mine goes as follows: There is one and only one source of justification for our beliefs, namely 

our reasons. According to this view, believing p while having an undefeated reason for p is both 

necessary and sufficient for being justified in believing p.2 

Two questions present themselves immediately: What are reasons, and what is it for a 

subject to have, or be in possession of, a reason? Bona fide candidates for being reasons are the 

items on the following list: beliefs, rational intuitions, memory impressions, introspective states, 
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and perceptual experiences. What qualifies such items to play the role of reasons is that, 

provided certain conditions (to be discussed later) are met, they make it likely that the beliefs 

they support are true. To have a reason for p is simply to have a belief, intuition, or experience 

with a suitable content. Making a subject’s justification for her belief in this way dependent on 

her reasons yields paradigmatic internalism, for reasons—items like the ones on the 

aforementioned list—should count as internal to the subject’s mind on just about any construal of 

internalism.3 

Since internalism restricts reasons to a subset of our mental states and experiences, facts 

as such do not count as reasons. For example, a fingerprint is not the sort of thing that can justify 

a jury member to find a defendant guilty. But the jury member’s memory of what the prosecutor 

said about the fingerprint can. Likewise, the mere presence of smoke can’t justify one in 

believing that a fire is nearby. But a perceptual experience of smoke, brought about through 

either smell or sight, can. In general terms, internalism is the view that what justifies our beliefs 

are never facts located outside of our cognitive grasp. Rather, if something is to give us 

justification for a belief, it must have been brought within our cognitive perspective through a 

faculty like reason, memory, introspection, or perception. 

Internalism has two characteristic implications: First, since basing beliefs on undefeated 

reasons is sufficient for justification, subjects in the evil demon world have justified beliefs.4 

Second, since having an undefeated reason is necessary for justification, a belief’s having its 

origin in a reliable process or a belief’s meeting some other external condition—a condition 

which might not supply the subject with a reason—is not sufficient for justification.5 

Let’s consider an example that illustrates how internalist justification works. Sitting on 

his deck, Ed observes a little yellow bird. He believes: “It’s a goldfinch.” Let’s stipulate that 
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Ed’s belief is justified on the basis of Ed’s visual experience of the bird he is observing. The 

specific experience that gives Ed a reason for, and thus justifies, his belief that a goldfinch is 

present can be described as ‘Ed’s being appeared to goldfinch-like’, or by saying that ‘it seems to 

Ed as though a goldfinch is present’. Since Ed knows what a goldfinch looks like and since 

nothing defeats his gold-finch like perceptual seeming, Ed’s belief in the presence of a goldfinch 

is justified. 

As mentioned above, Bergmann’s dilemma is based on the premise that internalism is 

either weak or strong. What characterizes weak internalism is the absence of any requirement to 

the effect that the subject have an epistemic meta-grasp of her reasons as reasons for the beliefs 

they support. In contrast, strong internalism includes such a requirement. Consider a theory 

according to which Ed’s goldfinch-like experience by itself qualifies as a reason that, if 

undefeated, is sufficient for justifying Ed’s belief in the presence of a goldfinch. Such a theory 

would be an example of weak internalism. Strong internalists would say that Ed’s goldfinch-like 

experience by itself does not so qualify. What’s required in addition is that Ed have some kind of 

understanding of the fact that his goldfinch-like experience is a reason for believing that the 

observed bird is a goldfinch.6 

According to Bergmann’s dilemma argument, each form of internalism comes with a 

fatal liability. Whereas strong internalism generates a vicious regress, weak internalism is too 

weak to satisfy the very standards that internalists themselves impose on justification. Next, I’ll 

discuss each of the dilemma’s two horns. 

2. Bergmann’s objection to strong internalism 

According to Bergmann, strong internalism generates a vicious regress. The mechanism 

responsible for generating the regress comes clearly into view when we focus on the question of 
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what is involved in a meta-grasp of one’s reasons as reasons for the beliefs they support. Clearly, 

just having an epistemic belief of the form r is a reason for p is not enough if the expectation is 

that the required meta-awareness contribute to the target belief’s justification.7 After all, the 

belief that r is a reason for p might be lacking justification or even be utterly irrational. Thus, if 

the epistemic meta-grasp strong internalism requires is of any use towards contributing to the 

target belief’s justification, the epistemic belief that r is a reason for p must itself be justified. 

Hence one way of defining strong internalism goes as follows: 

S is justified in believing p if and only if (i) S has an undefeated reason r for believing p; 

(ii) S is justified in believing that r is a reason for believing p. 

Unlike condition (i), condition (ii) requires level-ascent. That is why strong internalism generates 

a regress. Assume S is justified in believing p, and let S’s belief that p = B1. Since B1 is justified, 

conditions (i) and (ii) are both met: S has a reason r1 for B1, and S has a second justified belief, 

B2, namely the belief that r1 is a reason for B1. Since B2, is justified, it too satisfies conditions (i) 

and (ii). By virtue of satisfying condition (i), S has a reason r2 for B2. By virtue of satisfying 

condition (ii), we get a third justified belief, B3. The content of B3 is that r2 is a reason for B2. 

Since B3 is justified, it meets conditions (i) and (ii). So we get a fourth belief, B4, with the 

content that r3 is a reason for B3. Due to condition (ii), this series continues ad infinitum. So if 

strong internalism is true, every justified belief comes with an infinite number of the kind of 

beliefs condition (ii) requires. 

Not every infinite regress is vicious. But there is good reason to believe that this one is, 

since the regress at hand is one of meta-beliefs of increasing complexity. B1 is simply a belief 

with p as its content. B2 is about B1 and the reason it supports; its content is: 

r2 is a reason for believing that r1 is a reason for believing p. 
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B3 ascends one further level: 

r3 is a reason for believing that r2 is a reason for believing that r1 is a reason for believing 

p. 

Each further belief in the series adds another level of complexity. Pretty soon it’s no longer 

possible to keep straight what the content of these beliefs is. When we arrive at, say, B16, we 

loose comprehension of exactly which proposition the belief’s content is supposed to be. It’s safe 

to conclude that having an infinite number of such beliefs is humanly impossible. The regress 

strong internalism generates is, therefore, vicious. 

For strong internalism, epistemic ascent internalism would be a fitting label. I agree with 

Bergmann that making epistemic ascent a necessary condition of justification is fatal. Epistemic 

ascent internalism is not a good version of internalism.8 Let’s move on and consider weak 

internalism. 

3. Bergmann’s objection to weak internalism 

According to weak internalism, having an undefeated reason for p is both necessary and 

sufficient for being justified in believing p.9 The only kind of awareness weak internalism 

requires is awareness of the reason itself. Awareness of any epistemic facts is not needed. 

Bergmann claims that weak internalism is too weak by internalism’s own lights. The view is too 

weak, Bergmann argues, because it succumbs to a well-known objection to externalism, due to 

arch-internalist Laurence BonJour (1985: 41-45): the well-known case of Norman the reliable 

clairvoyant. Norman, as you might recall, holds a belief about the president’s present location, 

and this belief has its origin in a reliable cognitive process. However, Norman is not aware of 

anything supplying him with a reason in support of his belief. Therefore, BonJour concludes, 

Norman’s belief is not justified even though it is reliably produced. 
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Norman, then, is lacking a reason for his belief about the president’s present location. 

According to BonJour, that’s an epistemic defect robbing Norman’s belief of any justification it 

might otherwise have. But why, Bergmann asks, think of the lack of a reason as an epistemic 

defect? The answer to this question, he suggests, is stated in the following passage by Bonjour: 

Since Norman’s belief is reliably produced, the truth of his belief 

would not be an accident from the standpoint of [a] hypothetical external observer who 

knows all the relevant facts and laws”. But how is this supposed to justify Norman’s 

belief? From his subjective perspective it is an accident that the belief is true. And the 

suggestion here is that the rationality or justifiability of Norman’s belief should be judged 

from Norman’s own perspective rather than from one which is unavailable to him. 

(Bonjour 1985, 43-44) 

Bergmann refers to BonJour’s line of reasoning as the Subject’s Perspective Objection (SPO). 

According to Bergmann, the condition weak internalism places on a belief’s justification—the 

subject’s having a reason for the belief—is not enough to protect against BonJour’s SPO, that is, 

to ensure that the subject’s true belief count as non-accidental when considered from within the 

subject’s perspective. Even if, Bergmann argues, a subject has a reason for her true belief that p, 

it is possible, from the subject’s own perspective, that the belief’s truth is accidental. Therefore, 

having a reason for p, even if undefeated, is not sufficient for being justified in believing p. 

Since weak internalism does not require that the subject have an epistemic meta-grasp of 

her reasons as reasons, weak internalism allows, according to Bergmann, for counterexamples in 

which a subject holds a true belief that the view counts as justified even though the belief’s 

justification is effectively undermined by BonJour’s SPO. Call such a counterexample a 

Bergmann Case. The details of a Bergmann Case are as follows:  
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(i)  S has a true belief that p. 

(ii)  S has a reason r for p. 

(iii)  S does not have any form of justified meta-belief with the content that r is a 

source of justification for his belief that p. 

(iv) Because of (iii), the truth of S’s belief must, from within S’s perspective, be 

considered accidental. 

(v) Because of (iv), S’s belief fails to be justified by the very standards internalists 

themselves endorse. 

When conditions (i)-(v) are met, a subject holds a true belief that meets the condition that 

according to weak internalism is both necessary and sufficient for justification. Yet the subject’s 

belief is not justified. If Bergmann Cases are possible, they are effective counterexamples to 

weak internalism. In what follows, I will argue that a well-known version of weak internalism 

does indeed fall victim to Bergmann Cases. However, I will also argue that, if weak internalism 

is supplied with suitable bells and whistles, it is immune to Bergmann Cases. 

4. Phenomenal conservatism 

The version of weak internalism that I claim Bergmann Cases refute is phenomenal 

conservatism, which can be seen as a theory telling us what a subject’s reasons are. 10 According 

to phenomenal conservatism, whatever support a subject has for her beliefs arises from her 

seemings. So what phenomenal conservatism tells us is this: a subject’s reasons = a subject’s 

seemings. The main thought motivating phenomenal conservatism is that, for the justification of 

our beliefs about the world, all we have to go on is how the world seems or appears to us through 

the full array of our cognitive faculties. Each of our faculties—perception, introspection, 

memory, and reason—presents the world as being this way or being that way. Since we have 
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nothing else that could serve as a rational ground for our beliefs, whatever justification our 

beliefs might enjoy must come from the seemings with which our faculties provide us. 

Above, I included beliefs among the items that count as a subject’s reasons. According to 

phenomenal conservatism, beliefs function as reasons only derivatively, namely by virtue of the 

seemings that support them. So phenomenal conservatism presents us with a rather simple theory 

of justification: a subject’s reasons consist of all and only her seemings. However, the simplicity 

of the starting point is compensated for by the fine-grained and near infinite variety of seemings 

we can have, ranging over the full spectrum of seeming states our faculties can induce in us. 

According to phenomenal conservatism, the having of a seeming that p is sufficient for 

having prima facie justification for believing p; put differently, having an undefeated seeming 

that p is sufficient for being justified in believing p.11 For a subject’s undefeated seeming that p 

to justify her belief that p, it’s not necessary that the subject form a justified belief of the form my 

seeming that p is a reason for believing p. Let’s consider again the example of Ed, and let’s list 

the salient aspects of the case: 

(i)  it seems to Ed that the bird he is observing is a goldfinch; 

(ii) it is true that the bird is a goldfinch;12  

(iii)  nothing defeats Ed’s seeming; 

(iv) Ed does not perform epistemic level-ascent; he does not form any belief with the 

content that his being appeared to goldfinch-like is a reason for him to believe in 

the presence of a goldfinch.  

Bergmann would argue that, because of (iv), the truth of Ed’s belief must, from within his 

perspective, be considered accidental. Hence, Bergmann would say, the case is a counterexample 

to phenomenal conservatism, for phenomenal conservatism implies that Ed’s goldfinch belief is 
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justified. So, weak internalism construed as phenomenal conservatism falls victim to BonJour’s 

SPO. Although I agree that BonJour’s SPO does refute phenomenal conservatism, I will argue 

next that Ed’s belief is justified after all, notwithstanding Ed’s failure to perform epistemic level 

ascent. 

5. Protection against Bonjour’s SPO 

In describing the goldfinch example by listing features (i) through (iv), something has been left 

out that I consider essential to internalist justification: the contribution of Ed’s memory to his 

epistemic perspective. If Ed were to ask himself whether the kind of seeming on which his 

goldfinch belief is based is reliable, he would (let us stipulate) remember that seemings of the 

kind in question have rarely led him astray.13 What he remembers about the track record of his 

visual discriminations is that there haven’t been any cases in which what seemed to him to be a 

bird was in fact a squirrel, or what seemed to him to be a dog was in fact a cat, or what seemed to 

him to be a frog was in fact a salamander. Rather, what his memory would tell him is that in the 

past, by far most of the beliefs based on his visual seeming have been true. So, if Ed were to 

consult his memory to check on the credentials of his visual seemings, his memory would tell 

him that they have an excellent track record. Ed’s memory, then, would upon reflection supply 

him with an important layer of additional seemings, namely higher-order seemings that justify 

the attribution of reliability to Ed’s lower-order seemings. 

As condition (iv) makes explicit, Ed does not in fact engage in any such reflections. Thus 

the memorial seemings just mentioned are not included in his current epistemic perspective. Let 

us distinguish, however, between memorial seemings and the data that are embedded within 

one’s memory. When I want to recall my telephone number, a certain series of numbers seems to 

be the right one. In normal cases, such a seeming retrieves content that is stored in one’s 
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memory. Let’s refer to such content as memory data. Ed does not actively consult his memory on 

the reliability of his gold-finch seeming. Thus he doesn’t have a memorial seeming with the 

content that his goldfinch seeming is an instance of a reliable kind of visual seeming. 

Nevertheless, his memory contains a rich body of data such that, if Ed were to reflect on the 

reliability of his goldfinch seeming, he would—if he succeeds in reflecting competently—

retrieve these data and have memorial seemings telling him that its track record is excellent. 

Let’s capture this aspect of Ed’s situation by adding another feature to our description of the 

case: 

v) Ed has memory data that justify the attribution of reliability to the type of seeming 

of which his goldfinch seeming is an instance.14 

Feature (v) protects Ed’s justification for his goldfinch belief against BonJour’s SPO. That’s 

why, despite the absence of level-ascent, the example of Ed’s goldfinch belief is not a Bergmann 

Case. Embedded within Ed’s perspective is a body of memory data that make the truth of Ed’s 

goldfinch belief highly likely. This, I claim, is sufficient for eliminating any accidentality that 

might otherwise adhere to the truth of Ed’s goldfinch belief. Thus, if Bergmann were to argue 

that, due to feature (v), the truth of Ed’s goldfinch belief must be considered accidental from 

within Ed’s perspective, I would have to disagree with him. 

On behalf of Bergmann, it could be objected that, notwithstanding the enrichment of Ed’s 

perspective by including in it memory data that ground the attribution of reliability, the dilemma 

remains in full force. Either I require that Ed conceive of his memory data as justification 

contributors, or I do not. If I do, an infinite regress takes off. If I do not, the truth of Ed’s 

goldfinch belief remains accidental from within Ed’s perspective. My response is that I reject the 

dilemma’s second horn. The question at hand is whether the elimination of accidentality requires 
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of Ed a mental operation consisting of his retrieving the memory data in question and conceiving 

of them as contributing to the justification of his goldfinch belief. I deny that accidentality 

elimination requires any such operation. The mere possession of the relevant memory data is 

enough. Since Ed is in possession of such memory data, there are, embedded within his 

subjective perspective, reasons that ground the ascription of reliability to his goldfinch-like 

experience. Given the presence of such reasons within his perspective—his intellectual outlook, 

as it were—it would be rather odd to claim that, from within Ed’s subjective point of view, the 

truth of his goldfinch belief must be considered accidental.15 

The example of Ed’s goldfinch belief is representative of typical cases of perceptual 

belief. By far most of our perceptual seemings are such that, if we were to reflect on their 

epistemic credentials, our memory would tells us that they are instances of seeming types that 

have an excellent track record. It’s obvious why this is so; as perceivers, we typically enjoy a 

high degree of reliability, and we can know that we do via memory. Alas, there are also atypical 

cases, cases in which seemings are, as it were, bad: unaccompanied by any memory data that 

would justify the attribution of reliability to them. Next, I’ll consider such a case. 

6. Against phenomenal conservatism 

The case of Ed’s goldfinch belief is not, as we have seen, a Bergmann Case and thus is not a 

counterexample to phenomenal conservatism. That doesn’t mean there aren’t other cases that are. 

To build such a case, we need to describe a case with the following features: 

(i) the subject has a seeming that p resulting in a true belief that p; 

(ii) the subject’s epistemic perspective fails to include the very ingredients that 

protect against BonJour’s SPO, namely memory data that justify the attribution of 

reliability to the subject’s seeming; 
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(iii) because of (ii), the truth of the subject’s belief that p must be considered 

accidental from within the subject’s perspective;  

(iv) because of (iii), the subject’s belief fails to be justified by internalist lights.  

Let’s consider such a case. Suppose it seems to Carl that it’s going to be a sunny afternoon, and 

it’s true that it’s going to be a sunny afternoon. Carl wants to go hiking, which is why he hopes 

it’s going to be sunny, which in turn is why he believes it’s going to be sunny. So his belief is the 

result of wishful thinking. Assuming Carl doesn’t happen to be the rare sort of being for whom 

wishful thinking is a reliable belief-forming process, what’s going to be missing from his 

epistemic perspective are memory data justifying the attribution of reliability to his sunny 

afternoon seeming. So, from within Carl’s subjective perspective, the truth of his belief must be 

considered accidental. Hence Carl’s belief is not justified. But according to phenomenal 

conservatism, it is.16 The case, therefore, is a counterexample to phenomenal conservatism.17  

Similar cases can be construed at will. The recipe goes as follows. Let a subject have a 

true belief based on a bad seeming that p—one that comes from a bad origin like wishful 

thinking, drug-induced hallucinations, brain lesions, and the like. Choose details so as to ensure 

that the seeming is (i) not defeated and (ii) not backed up by any memory data that justify the 

attribution of reliability to it. The result will be a Bergmann Case: a belief that is not justified 

because its truth must be considered accidental from within the subject’s perspective.18 

The example we just considered undermines phenomenal conservatism. It shows that, if 

phenomenal conservatism is to withstand BonJour’s SPO, it must be amended with an evidence-

of-reliability requirement. According to this amendment, seemings as such are not a source of 

justification; only seemingly reliable seemings are.19 In the next section, I will propose such an 

amended version of phenomenal conservatism. In the remainder of this section, I wish to 
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supplement the counterexample-based rejection of phenomenal conservatism with a second 

argument. 

According to phenomenal conservatism, having an undefeated seeming that p is sufficient 

for being justified in believing p. We might wonder whether there is an explanation of the 

justificatory relation between a seeming that p and the belief that p. Advocates of phenomenal 

conservatism cannot offer an explanation of this relation. They must treat it as a brute fact.20 In 

and of itself, this need not be considered a liability. After all, an attempt at explanation will have 

to stop somewhere. However, the counterexample we considered above indicates that having an 

undefeated seeming that p is not sufficient for being justified in believing p. So what phenomenal 

conservatism considers a brute fact turns out to be not a fact at all. Moreover, the theoretical 

move needed to protect weak internalism against BonJour’s SPO provides us with the desired 

explanation. If we endorse that seemings, if they are to succeed in doing justificatory work, must 

be accompanied by evidence of reliability in the form of suitable memory data, we can say the 

following: An undefeated seeming that p is a source of justification if and only if it is a 

seemingly reliable seeming: one that would upon reflection seem reliable given the subject’s 

memory data. If a seeming that p is a seemingly reliable seeming, then its being seemingly 

reliable is precisely what explains why there obtains a justificatory relation between the seeming 

that p and the belief that p. 

The explanation offered in the previous paragraph is based on the following internalist 

picture of justification: Whatever justification we might have for our beliefs can only arise from 

the input of our faculties: perception, introspection, memory, and reason. According to 

phenomenal conservatism, this input consists of a certain subset of our mental states: seemings. 

But, as we will recognize when we treat Bergmann’s objection to weak internalism seriously, the 
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mere fact that p seems true to S just isn’t enough to generate any justification for S to take p to 

be true. For such justification to arise, the seeming that p must, from within S’s perspective, 

make it likely that p is true. And within S’s perspective, there is one and only one thing that can 

succeed in making S’s seeming that p a reason for thinking it likely that p is true: evidence for S 

to think that her seeming that p is an instance of a reliable type of seeming: a type of seeming 

whose content is true more often than not. 

To conclude this section, I will put my rejection of phenomenal conservatism in a more 

general perspective. Conservatism in epistemology is the view that beliefs are innocent 

(justified) until proven guilty (until defeated by elements of the subject’s total evidence). The 

standard criticism of this view is that a belief is not justified unless the subject’s evidence fully 

supports it. Unlike conservatism about beliefs, phenomenal conservatism is a view about the 

justificatory role of experiences. The main thought is that a seeming with a certain content is 

innocent (justifies a belief with that content) unless the seeming is proven guilty (unless it is 

undermined by parts of the subject’s total evidence). My main objection to phenomenal 

conservatism parallels the standard criticism of belief conservatism. Beliefs are justified only by 

virtue of evidential support. Likewise, it is only by virtue of evidential support that seemings 

qualify as a source of justification. To thus qualify, the subject must have memory data that 

provide the subject with reasons for attributing reliability to them. This evidence-of-reliability 

requirement can be supported by way of counterexample, and by arguing that phenomenal 

conservatism fails to supply us with an explanation of the justificatory relation between seemings 

and beliefs. 

7. Internalist reliabilism 

Consider again what phenomenal conservatism asserts: 
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Necessarily, S is justified in believing p if and only if (i) S believes p; (ii) it seems to S 

that p; (iii) S’s seeming that p is undefeated.21 

What’s missing in this account is a condition that requires evidence of reliability, ensuring that 

only seemingly reliable seemings count as sources of justification. 

If we amend phenomenal conservatism with such a condition, we get a view that could 

appropriately be labeled internalist reliabilism.22 Here is what this view says: 

Necessarily, S is justified in believing p if and only if (i) S believes that p; (ii) S has a 

seeming that p of kind K; (iii) S’s seeming that p is undefeated; (iv) S’s memory data 

support the attribution of reliability to kind K seemings. 

According to internalist reliabilism, seemings are not innocent until proven guilty. To do 

justificatory work, they need to satisfy an evidence-of-reliability condition. Hence internalist 

reliabilism is not a version of phenomenal conservatism. The latter succumbs to Bergmann Cases 

because it does not come with an evidence-of-reliability condition. In contrast, internalist 

reliabilism does not succumb to Bergmann Cases because it includes such a condition, namely 

condition (iv). If this condition is met, then S has justification for believing that her seeming that 

p is an instance of a reliable kind of seeming. From within S’s perspective, the truth of her belief 

that p is then not at all accidental. 

So where does internalist reliabilism stand with regard to Bergmann’s dilemma? As we 

have seen, if weak internalism comes in the form of phenomenal conservatism, the view allows 

for Bergmann Cases and must therefore be judged too weak. If, on the other hand, we move to 

strong internalism, we get the requirement of level ascent: S must form a meta-belief with the 

content that her seeming that p is a reason for believing p, or some such belief. Bergmann is right 

when he claims that such a requirement leads to a vicious regress. Internalist reliabilism is 
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comfortably situated between the two extremes. It avoids the excessive permissiveness of weak 

internalism and steers clear of the pernicious move of requiring the subject to form epistemic 

meta-beliefs. Unlike phenomenal conservatism, internalist reliabilism requires evidence of 

reliability. So, it withstands BonJour’s SPO and is therefore immune to Bergmann Cases. Unlike 

strong internalism, it does not require that the subject make use of her reliability evidence by 

way of forming justified metabeliefs to the effect that her reasons make the beliefs they support 

likely true. Internalist reliabilism, then, is a version of internalism that is neither too weak nor too 

strong. 

Let me sum up. As Bergmann’s objection to weak internalism makes clear, advocates of 

the view must rise to the challenge of explaining what, without requiring level ascent, protects 

internalist justification against BonJour’s SPO. I have argued that what fills the bill is a 

requirement to the effect that seemings be seemingly reliable seemings. Given this evidence-of-

reliability requirement, it is difficult to see how weak internalism might still be vulnerable to 

counterexamples involving beliefs that, though true, must count as merely accidentally true from 

within the subject’s perspective. Hence, I suspect that externalist opponents of weak internalism 

will object to internalist reliabilism on different grounds. They might claim that, even though the 

view succeeds in providing protection against BonJour’s SPO, it nevertheless succumbs to other 

objections. In the remainder of this paper, I will discuss what I consider to be the two most 

serious. 

8. The circularity objection 

It might be objected that internalist reliabilism is infected with a vicious kind of circularity. 

Consider internalist reliabilism’s fourth condition: S has memory data with the content that kind 

K seemings are reliable. These memory data, I claim, give subjects justification for attributing 
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reliability to their seemings. But if these memory data are to justify an attribution of reliability to 

one’s seemings, they themselves must be trustworthy too. And for this to be the case, S must 

have further memory data that justify the attribution of reliability to S’s memorial seemings. 

Thus, if justification depends, as I claim it does, on the possession of evidence of reliability, then 

it must be possible to derive justification for trusting one’s memorial seemings from one’s 

memorial seemings themselves. According to the objection, such source circularity is as bad as 

using perception to justify reliance on perception, or using induction to justify reliance on 

induction.23 

This is a serious objection deserving full-length treatment in a separate paper. Here I will 

briefly outline the bare bones of what I take to be an effective reply to it. From the internalist 

point of view, source circularity is indeed inescapable. The question is whether it is bad. The 

standard argument for the badness of source circularity as vicious goes as follows. If it’s 

legitimate to rely on memory to justify reliance on memory, then it’s also legitimate to justify 

trusting one’s crystal ball by consulting the crystal ball itself regarding its own reliability (see 

Fumerton 1995: 177). 

I don’t find this argument convincing. Relying on one’s crystal ball for answering the 

question “Is my crystal ball reliable?” is undoubtedly bad. Hence, if memory circularity and 

crystal ball circularity are indeed analogous, then the former would be bad as well. Alas, it is far 

from clear that the two are really analogous. Surely we ought to think that there is a satisfying 

answer to the question: Why is it bad to rely on a crystal ball for an assessment of its own 

reliability? If the only answer available is that doing so is bad because it’s an instance of source 

circularity, then the analogy would indicate that memory circularity is bad as well. However, 

there is an alternative explanation. Crystal ball circularity is obviously a bad maneuver because 
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we know to begin with that crystal balls are unreliable. Using a source known to be unreliable is 

bad, whatever the intended purpose of its use might be. According to this alternative explanation, 

crystal ball circularity is bad, not because it is an instance of source circularity, but rather 

because we know that basing one’s beliefs on what a crystal ball says is a highly unreliable 

method of belief acquisition. Since the same cannot be said for memory, the analogy falls apart. 

It is one thing to have a response to the crystal ball argument against source circularity; it 

is another to have a satisfying account of when source circularity is irrational and when it is not. 

Such an account, I believe, can be supplied by explaining the difference between a rational and 

an irrational use of source circularity in terms of the coherence, depth, and richness of one’s total 

body of evidence.24 So my response to the circularity objection is twofold: (i) arguments for the 

viciousness of source circularity can be defused, and (ii) an account of the rationality of source 

circularity is available. 

9. The generality problem 

According to the second objection, internalist reliabilism is subject to a generality problem 

comparable to the one for process reliabilism.25 The target of the objection is again condition 

(iv): S has memory data with the content that kind K seemings are reliable. The question at hand 

is: since each seeming token is an instance of many seeming-types, how are we to arrive at the 

right specification of kind K seemings? Consider again Ed and his goldfinch seeming. Ed’s 

belief is justified, according to internalist reliabilism, because he has memory data that justify the 

attribution of reliability to the kind of seeming of which his goldfinch seeming is an instance. 

There are many different kinds of seemings of which his goldfinch seeming is an instance. For 

example, it is a perceptual seeming, a visual seeming, a seeming involving a small feathered 
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creature, and a seeming had (let’s assume) in the month of August. The problem is that of 

identifying which of the many seeming-types is the relevant one. 

The generality problem for process reliabilism can be exploited for the construction of 

painful counterexamples, which is one reason why the problem is formidable. There are several 

recipes for constructing counterexamples. Here is one. Describe a case involving a belief that is 

clearly unjustified but happens to be true. Let the belief-producing process be wishful thinking. 

By choosing a maximally specific description of the process type, there will be one and only one 

process token of it, namely the one that the belief in the specific case under consideration. Since 

the belief at hand is true, the chosen process type is perfectly reliable. Hence, unless amended 

with bells and whistles that solve its generality problem, process reliabilism yields the bad 

implication that the clearly unjustified belief is justified.26 

Is internalist reliabilism subject to similarly constructed counterexamples? It seems to me 

it is not. The construction of generality-based counterexamples against internalist reliabilism 

would require types of seemings that go too far in the direction of either specificity or generality. 

Call such types deviant. For condition (iv) to be satisfied, the subject would have to have 

memory data with the content that the deviant type of seeming invoked in the intended 

counterexample is reliable. If the subject doesn’t have the requisite memory data, this condition 

will not be met. Consider again Carl and his wishful-thinking-based belief that it’s going to be 

sunny in the afternoon. Carl’s desire for good weather causes him to have a seeming with the 

content that it will be a sunny afternoon. If a critic of internalist reliabilism wishes to turn this 

case into a generality-based counterexample, she must rise to the following challenge: find a 

deviant seeming-type for Carl’s weather-seeming such that Carl has memory data that would 

justify the attribution of reliability to this seeming-type. The strategy of devising a one-token-
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only type won’t work in this case, for it would ensure that Carl won’t have the requisite memory 

data. Hence the critic would have to go in the opposite direction and choose a seeming-type of 

high generality. A potentially promising move would be to let Carl’s seeming be an instance of 

the following type: a seeming about the weather. But does Carl have any memory data that 

would justify the attribution of reliability to his weather seemings? 

There are two possibilities to consider. First, Carl is a normal human being. In that case, 

he is not going to have memory data that would justify the attribution of reliability to his weather 

seemings. Suppose Carl bases lots of beliefs about the weather on weather forecasts from reliable 

sources. In that case, he is going to have memory data indicating that his forecast-based weather-

seemings have a good track record. What these memory data justify is the attribution of 

reliability, not to Carl’s generic weather-seemings, but rather to Carl’s forecast-based weather 

seemings.27 So the memory data required for the objection will not be available. Second, we 

might suppose that Carl is a non-normal but possible human being who does indeed have 

memorial seemings grounding the attribution of reliability to his generic weather seemings. In 

that case, we would be looking at a belief that is (i) caused by wishful thinking and (ii) supported 

by Carl’s overall body of evidence. Because of (ii), the implication internalist reliabilism 

yields—namely that Carl’s belief is justified—would no longer be implausible.28  

The example we just considered shows the following: When it comes to the generality 

problem, the main difference between process reliabilism and internalist reliabilism is crucial: 

whereas the former makes de facto reliability a necessary condition of justification, the latter 

requires merely evidence of reliability. Finding deviant process types that are either excessively 

broad or excessively narrow is easy. But it isn’t easy to find evidence that justifies ascribing 

reliability to deviant seeming-types. The best strategy for giving the objection traction would be 
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to say the following: For some unjustified beliefs based on some seeming-token SN, we can find 

a suitably general seeming type ST such that some possible subject has memory data that justify 

the attribution of reliability to ST. According to the objection, a case like that would be a 

counterexample to internalist reliabilism, for the view would then count an unjustified belief as 

justified. However, it is doubtful that such cases are coherent. For if the subject does indeed have 

memorial evidence for ascribing reliability to ST, then it is no longer plausible to claim that the 

belief based on SN is really unjustified.29 

10. Conclusion 

I will briefly sum up the main points made in this paper. First, Bergmann’s objection to strong 

internalism sticks. Second, Bergmann’s objection to weak internalism meets with success when 

it comes to phenomenal conservatism, but fails when phenomenal conservatism is amended with 

an evidence-of-reliability requirement, resulting in a view I call ‘internalist reliabilism’. When a 

subject has a true belief that p while having a seeming that p accompanied by memory data 

justifying the attribution of reliability to her seeming, there is, from within her perspective, 

nothing accidental about the truth of her belief. However, although internalist reliabilism is 

similar to phenomenal conservatism, it is a different view. Hence I answer as follows the 

question that is the title of this paper: Internalist reliabilism solves internalism’s dilemma, but 

phenomenal conservatism does not.30 
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Notes 

1 By ‘sources of justification’, I mean the items or factors that determine whether a belief is 

justified. Bergmann refers to them as ‘justification contributors’. 

2 Some epistemologists hold that justified belief must be causally based on the reasons that 

justify it. Like Feldman (2003: 46), I take basing to be a necessary condition of not justification 

but well-foundedness. What I am going to say in response to Bergmann’s dilemma is 

independent of what position is taken on the basing requirement. Readers who hold that 

justification does require basing could simply take internalism to be the view that basing one’s 

belief that p on an undefeated reason for p is both necessary and sufficient for being justified in 

believing p. 

3 What the internality internalists demand exactly amounts to is difficult to pin down. Typical 

attempts proceed by requiring that justification contributors are mental states, or that they are 

properly part of the subject’s perspective, or that the subject have proper cognitive access to 

them. According to Bergmann’s construal, the defining mark of internalism is an awareness 
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requirement. For reasons of space, I will assume an intuitive understanding of internality, leaving 

aside the issue of how best to define the notion. 

4 The claim that subjects in the evil demon world have justified beliefs enjoys a rather high 

degree of intuitive appeal. Hence the claim is used as a premise in a prominent argument against 

externalism (See Ginet 1985, Cohen 1984, Sosa 1991: 132ff.). 

5 For this point, see BonJour’s (1985: 51-45) influential counterexample involving Norman, the 

clairvoyant. 

6 Bergmann (2006: 14-15) articulates the additional requirement as follows: 

S’s belief B is justified only if (i) there is something, X, that contributes to the 

justification of B and (ii) S is actually aware of X in such a way that S justifiedly believes 

that X is in some way relevant to the appropriateness of holding B. 

Applying this to the case at hand, the additional demand of strong internalism would be that Ed 

believes, with justification, that his goldfinch-seeming contributes to the justification of his 

goldfinch belief. The passage just quoted expresses what Bergmann (2006: 14-19) calls an actual 

awareness requirement. He also considers and argues against a potential awareness requirement, 

and he distinguishes between doxastic and non-doxastic awareness requirements. Since I do not 

aim at defending strong internalism, there is no need to discuss these distinctions here. 

7 The expression ‘epistemic beliefs’ is meant to refer to beliefs about what justifies what, what is 

a reason for what, or the justificational status of one’s beliefs. 

8 Some internalists think that strong internalism withstands the infinite regress objection (See 

Rogers and Matheson 2011, and Tucker 2012). 

9 See note 3. 
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10 Huemer (2000), a main advocate of the view, is responsible for coining the term. Pryor (2000) 

defends a similar view, and arguably Chisholm’s (1977) view could be counted as a version of 

phenomenal conservatism as well. 

11 There is no reason here to be worried about the absence of a basing requirement, since the 

issues I am concerned with in this paper do not hinge the presence or absence of this 

requirement. See note 3. 

12 As far as the justification of Ed’s belief is concerned, this condition is irrelevant. However, 

since a false belief can hardly be accidentally true, the kind of case of interest in the present 

context requires that the belief be true. 

13 There are also possible cases in which upon reflection Ed would notice that his belief in the 

presence of a goldfinch is not based on a reliable kind of seeming. But that’s not the kind of case 

I wish to consider here. 

14 Bergmann distinguishes between an actual and a potential awareness requirement. It might be 

objected that making the possession of memory data of this kind a necessary part of justification 

amounts to imposing a potential awareness requirement—which, according to Bergmann (2006: 

§3.2), leads to an infinite. Since a full discussion of this objection would go beyond the scope of 

this paper, I will only give a brief response. According to the view I am defending here, 

perceptual justification requires memory data the nature of which I describe by saying that they 

would support the attribution of reliability to S’s perceptual faculties if S were to reflect on them, 

provided S succeeds in reflecting competently. So S’s actual or potential abilities at epistemic 

reflection are irrelevant to this point. What matters is this: if, as a matter of objective fact, S’s 

memory data support the attribution of reliability, then they do so irrespective of what the 

subject’s potential for epistemic reflection happens to be. So what the view requires is merely a 
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certain kind of memorial content. In describing this content, a story must be told about the 

support structure in which such memorial content serves as a kind of foundation. What the view 

does not require is that the subject have the ability, actually or potentially, to form—via 

reflection on the required memory data—epistemic meta-beliefs about her perceptual 

experiences as reasons for her perceptual beliefs. In short, the view does not require any mental 

operations resulting in level ascent. Therefore, the requirement the view imposes does not 

generate an infinite regress. 

15 A question that’s relevant in the present context is whether evidential justification requires 

basing one’s belief one one’s evidence. Epistemologists who think it does might disagree with 

me. They might argue that, if justification does indeed require memory data, then the beliefs such 

data support are justified only if they are based on these data, which in turn requires conceiving 

of them as justification contributors. However, I reject the basing requirement, and thus consider 

this line of reasoning to be headed in the wrong direction. There is much to be said on this issue, 

but for reasons of space I can’t pursue this issue here. 

16 Advocates of phenomenal conservatism might challenge this claim by arguing that Carl’s 

belief is defeated. However, it’s not plausible to assume that there must be defeaters in Carl’s 

epistemic perspective. Let’s make two further assumptions: First, he does not have any evidence 

against believing that it’s going to be sunny. So he doesn’t have a rebutting defeater. Second, it 

isn’t evident to him that his belief is grounded in wishful thinking. So he doesn’t have an 

undermining defeater either. 

17 Markie (2005: 356-7, 2006: 119-20) has a further objection along the same lines. Tucker 

(2010: 523-42) offers a defense of phenomenal conservatism against this kind of objection. 

18 For a different kind of counterexample, see my echolocation case (Steup 2004). 
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19 By ‘seemingly reliable seemings’ I have in mind seemings that upon reflection seem reliable. 

Again, normally our seemings are not accompanied by memorial seemings of their reliability. 

However, we do normally have memory data such that, were we to reflect on the trustworthiness 

of our perceptual or memorial seemings, they would seem reliable. So when I say that 

justification requires seemingly reliable seemings, I do not require actual memorial seemings but 

merely memory data that, upon reflection, will ground memorial seemings of reliability. 

20 I refer to this aspect of the view as ipso factism (Steup 2004). 

21 As Ali Hasan has pointed out to me, some phenomenal conservatives might want to restrict 

this account to non-inferential beliefs. They might hold that, if S competently infers p from 

propositions that seem true to S, S is justified in believing p even if p itself does not seem true to 

S. Be this as it may, it doesn’t affect my objection to phenomenal conservatism. According to the 

version of phenomenal conservatism Hasan proposes as an option, condition (ii) is not necessary 

for non-inferential justification. My objection, on the other hand, is that the conjunction of 

conditions (i)-(iii) is not sufficient for justification, irrespective of whether it is inferential or 

non-inferential. 

22 Steup (2004) defends this view. 

23 Fumerton (1995: 177) has a nicely articulated rejection of source circularity. See also Alston’s 

(1993) excellent discussion, and Bergmann’s (2006: Ch. 6) defense of source circularity. 

24 Ernest Sosa (1997, 2007, 2009) has a view that emphasizes the importance of a coherent meta-

perspective on one’s faculties and attempts to justify source circularity along these lines. I defend 

such circularity in my paper “Is Epistemic Circularity Bad?” (Res Philosophica, forthcoming).  

25 Goldman (1979) gives the locus classicus on process reliabilism. Feldman (1985) and Conee 

and Feldman (1998) have excellent discussions of the generality problem. 
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26 Feldman (1985) refers to this as the ‘single case problem’. 

27 Here’s an analogy. Suppose Carl has a Brand A model X car. His memory data tell him that 

his car has a good track record of functioning as intended. Carl has memory data that justify the 

attribution of reliability to the vehicle type Brand A model X. He does not have memory data 

justifying the attribution of reliability to the, say, vehicle-type four-door sedan. The lesson here 

is that evidence for attributing reliability to a certain type of item might not be evidence for 

attributing reliability to a more general type of the same item. 

28 Note that beliefs resulting from wishful thinking are not necessarily unjustified. It’s possible 

for a subject to live in a benevolent demon world in which beliefs originating in wishful thinking 

are known to be nearly always true. 

29 The evidentialist solution to the generality problem I have proposed might be of use to those 

who think that justification—or alternatively knowledge—requires reliable belief-producing 

processes. Either way, the problem demands a solution. Externalists who think that justification 

requires de facto reliable belief production can solve the problem by pairing this view with an 

evidence-of-reliability requirement, thus making justification an evaluative status with both an 

internalist and an externalist dimension. The same strategy is open to internalists who think that 

the external dimension of knowledge can be captured in terms reliability. (Few internalists claim 

that knowledge is lacking any externalist dimension.) In each case, the proposed solution is that 

the relevant process types are the ones that connect with the subject’s reliability-confirming 

memory data. 

30 I’m indebted to Mike Bergmann, Chris Tucker and Ali Hasan for excellent comments on 

earlier versions. An even earlier draft was presented at the third Midwest Epistemology 

Conference (October 2009) at St. Louis University. For helpful discussion on that occasion, I’m 
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indebted as well to Al Casullo, Marian David, Trent Dougherty, Mylan Engel, Richard 

Fumerton, John Greco, Bruce Russell, Joe Salerno, and Casey Swank. 


